Anorexia nervosa (AN) is a severe psychiatric disorder associated with food avoidance and malnutrition. In this study, we wanted to test whether we would find brain reward alterations in AN, compared with individuals with normal or increased body weight. We studied 21 underweight, restricting-type AN (age M 22.5, SD 5.8 years), 19 obese (age M 27.1, SD 6.7 years), and 23 healthy control women (age M 24.8, SD 5.6 years), using blood oxygen level-dependent functional magnetic resonance brain imaging together with a rewardconditioning task. This paradigm involves learning the association between conditioned visual stimuli and unconditioned taste stimuli, as well as the unexpected violation of those learned associations. The task has been associated with activation of brain dopamine reward circuits, and it allows the comparison of actual brain response with expected brain activation based on established neuronal models. A group-by-task condition analysis (family-wise-error-corrected Po0.05) indicated that the orbitofrontal cortex differentiated all three groups. The dopamine model reward-learning signal distinguished groups in the anteroventral striatum, insula, and prefrontal cortex (Po0.001, 25 voxel cluster threshold), with brain responses that were greater in the AN group, but lesser in the obese group, compared with controls. These results suggest that brain reward circuits are more responsive to food stimuli in AN, but less responsive in obese women. The mechanism for this association is uncertain, but these brain reward response patterns could be biomarkers for the respective weight state.
INTRODUCTION
Anorexia nervosa (AN) is a severe psychiatric disorder that is associated with self starvation and severe fear of weight gain (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) . Little is understood about brain pathways that drive those behaviors, but the brain reward system has been proposed as an important candidate for AN research (Halmi, 2009; Kaye et al, 2009) . That system drives the motivation to eat, which is related to the neurotransmitter dopamine (Berridge, 2009; Kelley et al, 2005) .
Food restriction and weight loss have been associated with heightened brain dopamine-related reward response in rodents (Avena et al, 2008; Carr et al, 2003; Carr, 2007) . Over-consumption of food on the contrary showed addiction-like dopamine D2 receptor downregulation in rodents in brain reward regions (Johnson and Kenny, 2010) . Those animal studies suggest that food restriction may sensitize, whereas excessive food intake may desensitize brain reward pathways. Human brain imaging studies indicated that obese individuals have reduced brain response in response to food receipt (Gearhardt et al, 2011; Stice et al, 2010) and reduced brain dopamine receptor availability (Volkow et al, 2008) . Those studies support the notion that abnormally high body weight is associated with altered brain function that may involve dopamine pathways.
Some research indicated dopamine alterations in AN, such as low brain dopamine metabolites (Kaye et al, 1984) . Others found increased eye-blink compared with controls (Barbato et al, 2006) , which suggested heightened dopamine sensitivity (Karson, 1983) . Recovered AN showed increased dopamine D2/3 receptor availability in the antero-ventral striatum (Frank et al, 2005) , also suggesting higher sensitivity in dopaminergic circuits, but we have little information how such alterations may be functionally important. Functional brain imaging may help bridge that gap. For instance, in previous AN brain-imaging studies, AN individuals were more responsive than controls to images of thin bodies in the ventral striatum, a dopamine and rewardrelated brain region (Fladung et al, 2010) . Recovered AN showed reduced brain response to repeated application of sweet taste in the insula and striatum (Wagner et al, 2008) , but increased response in the caudate nucleus to randomly given monetary (Wagner et al, 2007) or taste reward stimuli (Cowdrey et al, 2011) . Overall, the brain-imaging literature on brain reward function in AN indicates brain reward system alterations in that disorder. Studying brain circuits that are related to dopamine models in the context of brain reward function is particularly interesting for several reasons. First, within brain reward circuits, dopamine is critically associated with providing signals regarding the presence and amplitude of rewards (Kelley et al, 2005; Schultz, 2002) . Such signals facilitate reinforcement learning (Daw and Doya, 2006) , and have been found to code the value of a stimulus (Daw et al, 2011; Jocham et al, 2011) , which may even include the metabolic value of food (de Araujo et al, 2010) . Second, computer models for dopamine neuron reward activation exist that can be related to human in vivo brain function. Such a model is the temporal difference model (Sutton and Barto, 1998) . This model is a theoretical framework for computational reward-learning models that predict neuronal brain dopamine response. This model has been previously tested for unexpected reward receipt and omission in animal studies (Schultz et al, 1997) , and later validated for human brain imaging (D'Ardenne et al, 2008; O'Doherty et al, 2003) . In brief, dopamine neurons exhibit a phasic burst of activation in response to the presentation of an unexpected rewarding stimulus (the primary, unconditioned reward stimulus (US)). After repeated presentation of an additional arbitrary stimulus (the conditioned stimulus (CS)) preceding the US, the phasic activation of dopamine neurons transfers in time to the presentation of the CS. Thus, the CS elicits a conditioned dopamine response. This conditioned response is thought to reflect a prediction regarding upcoming rewards, so that after presentation of the CS, there is a high likelihood of a reward appearing. As it is thought to be a prediction, such a prediction can be violated. If the CS (and therefore the conditioned dopamine response) is not followed by the expected reward (US), then there is a violation of the prediction; and as a consequence, at the time of expected but omitted reward, there is a decrease in dopamine tone. This relationship between CS and US is termed a 'prediction error', the difference between the value of the reward stimulus received and that predicted.
In this study, we wanted to test the hypothesis that AN individuals would have increased brain reward response to salient stimuli (Avena et al, 2008; Carr, 2007) compared with healthy controls, whereas the opposite would be true for obese individuals. We chose the computational temporal difference model approach, as it is based on dopamine neuronal function related to the motivation to approach food (Kelley et al, 2005) , but less on pleasantness or fear of food, and brain activation can be compared with known brain responses from animal models. Alterations found in AN and obese women (OB) could be markers of the respective weight state, they could be related to brain dopamine function (Carr, 2002) and propose directions for treatment research.
PATIENTS AND METHODS

Study Participants
Twenty-one restricting-type AN individuals who were ill for between 6 months and 20 years (M 6.48 ± 5.29 years), 19 OB, who were obese for between 2 and 20 years (M 11.25±5.75 years), and 23 healthy control women (CW), matched for age (Table 1 ) participated in the study, which was approved by the Colorado Multiple Institutional Review Board.
AN was defined (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) as underweight below 85% of weight expected for age and height, severe fear of gaining weight, body image distortion, and a lack of menstrual cycle. All AN individuals restricted food intake to maintain the low body weight, none was of the binge eating/purging type. Obesity was defined as having a body mass index (BMI, weight in kg/height in m 2 ) of X30. The normal BMI, as per definition by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, ranges from 18.5 to 24.9, a body weight between 25 and 29.9 is considered overweight, and obesity starts at a BMI of 30. Below BMI 18.5 is considered underweight, and AN weights start at below 17.5. Using those criteria, both the AN as well as the OB group were severely abnormal using those weight criteria.
After complete study description, all subjects gave written informed consent. AN were within their first 1-2 weeks of either inpatient or partial hospital treatment, fulfilled all diagnostic criteria for the disorder, and had no electrolyte, blood count, or other laboratory abnormalities. OB individuals had no psychiatric disorder and were not taking medication. Study procedures were conducted in CW and OB during the first 10 days of the menstrual cycle to keep hormonal variation low (Dreher et al, 2007) . Psychiatric diagnoses including AN, or absence of psychiatric disorders in CW or OB, were established using the structured clinical interview for DSM-IV diagnoses (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) applied by a doctoral level interviewer. Ten AN were taking medication (two individuals selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) together with an atypical antipsychotic, six taking SSRI medication, two taking an atypical antipsychotic alone). Eight AN had an anxiety and depressive disorder, one AN had a depressive disorder without anxiety. Eleven AN were not on psychoactive medication and had no current comorbid psychiatric disorder. Ten CW and five OB took birth control pills.
Psychological Assessments
Once enrolled, study participants completed the following series of self-assessment questionnaires: (1) Drive for Thinness, Bulimia, and Body Dissatisfaction from the Eating Disorder Inventory-3 (Garner, 2004) , (2) Harm Avoidance from the Temperament and Character Inventory (Cloninger et al, 1994) ; (3) State and Trait Anxiety from the Spielberger State and Trait Anxiety Inventory (Spielberger, 1983) ; (4) Depression from the Beck Depression Inventory (Beck et al, 1961) ; (5) Reward and Punishment sensitivity from the Sensitivity to Reward and Punishment Questionnaire (O'Connor et al, 2004) .
Taste Perception Test
To assess response to study solutions as well as general taste sensitivity across groups, we applied the following taste perception test. On the morning of the functional magnetic resonance brain imaging (fMRI) scan, before breakfast, subjects were presented with a tray of seven unmarked small cups that contained distilled water, five sucrose solution strengths (Mallinckrodt Chemicals, Phillipsburg, NJ; 2%, 4%, 8%, 16% and 1 M), or Artificial Saliva (25 mM KCl, 2 mM NaHCO 3 ) (O'Doherty et al, 2003) . All cups were randomly lined up on the tray, subjects did not know the individual content and rated blindly the solutions for sweetness and pleasantness on 9-point Likert scales. The scales were anchored by the descriptive 'dislike extremely' (1) to 'like extremely' (9) for pleasantness ratings, and 'absent' (1) to 'extreme' (9) for sweetness. The results were analyzed across groups for each taste quality sweetness and pleasantness rating. In addition, we used regression analysis to test (1) whether within groups sweetness or pleasantness ratings across the taste stimuli followed a predictable curve, such as linear, quadratic, and so on, and (2) whether such relationships differed between groups.
Brain-Imaging Procedures
On the study day between 0700 and 0800 h, AN individuals ate breakfast according to their meal plan, and CW and OB had a breakfast matched in quality and calories to the average AN meal plan breakfast (calories: CW M 513 ± 79, AN M 574 ± 135, OB M 567 ± 132; p NS). The fMRI imaging was performed between 0800 and 0900 h. Brain images were acquired on a GE Signa 3T scanner. T2* weighted echo-planar imaging for blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) functional activity was performed, voxel size 3.4 Â 3.4 Â 2.6 mm, TR 2100 ms, TE 30 ms, angle 701, 30 slices, interleaved acquisition, and 2.6 mm slice thickness with 1.4 mm gap. We also acquired structural images (T1, SPGR field of view 22 cm, flip angle 101, slice thickness 1.2 mm, scan matrix 256 Â 256, TR 10, TE 3, voxel size 1.2 mm 3 ) for analysis of brain anatomy.
Classical Conditioning Task
We adapted the design used by O'Doherty et al (2003) . Individuals received three taste stimuli as US during fMRI imaging: 1 M Sucrose solution (100 trials), No solution (100 trials), or Artificial Saliva (80 trials). Individuals learned to associate each taste stimulus with a unique paired visual CS, a geometric shape, which was only probabilistically associated with its corresponding US: the CS shape for No solution was followed in 20% of the trials by Sucrose (unexpected Sucrose receipt, positive-prediction error condition), and the CS shape for Sucrose was followed in 20% of trials by No solution (unexpected Sucrose omission, negative-prediction error condition). Each visual cue (CS) was presented for 2 s. With disappearance of the visual cue, simultaneously the taste stimulus (US) was delivered and a black fixation cross appeared on a white background (please see also Supplementary Figure 1) . The taste fluid delivery occurred over 1 s. Inter-trial interval was fixed at 6 s. Subjects were instructed to swish their tongue once, look at the fixation cross and await the next trial. For each subject, the first 10 trials were fixed CS shape for sucrose followed by the delivery of US sucrose to establish an initial stable association between the CS sucrose shape and US sucrose taste (O'Doherty et al, 2003) . All other trials were fully randomized without predetermined order. The taste stimuli were applied using a customized programmable syringe pump (J-Kem Scientific, St Louis, MO) controlled by E-Prime Software (Psychological Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA), and individual taste applications were triggered by the MRI scanner's radiofrequency pulse . Task duration was 28 min. 
Brain-Imaging Analysis
Brain-imaging data were preprocessed and analyzed using SPM5 software (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/ spm5/). Data from each subject were realigned to the first volume, normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute template, and smoothed with a 3-mm FWHM Gaussian kernel. Each image sequence was manually inspected, and images with artifacts or movement 4 one voxel size were removed. Data were modeled with a hemodynamic response functionFconvolved boxcar functionF using the general linear model, including temporal and dispersion derivatives, and autoregression. A 128s high-pass filter was applied to remove low-frequency fluctuation in the BOLD signal.
Group-by-condition analysis (analysis 1). We developed first-level models in which we predicted the response in each voxel as a function of each of the five stimulus conditions: expected sucrose, unexpected Sucrose, expected No solution, unexpected No solution, and expected Artificial Saliva. Three contrasts of interest were computed for each subject: (1) trials with the CS for No solution followed by unexpected US Sucrose contrasted against trials with the CS for No solution, followed by expected No solution, positive-prediction error condition; (2) trials with the CS for Sucrose solution followed by unexpected US No solution contrasted against trials with the CS for Sucrose solution, followed by expected Sucrose solution, negativeprediction error condition; (3) the CS that is associated with Sucrose contrasted against the CS associated with No solution, modeled independently from reward receipt, sucrose expectation condition.
Using a random-effects, whole-brain analysis, results were analyzed (1) within groups (family-wise error (FWE)-corrected Po0.05, cluster size X25 voxels), and (2) between groups (group by condition ANCOVA, positiveprediction error condition, negative-prediction error condition, CS Sucrose expectation, FWE-corrected Po0.05, cluster size X5 voxels, with age and depression scores (BDI) as covariates, as depression and age may influence brain reward response (Dreher et al, 2008; Stoy et al, 2011) . We further extracted first-level contrast beta values per subject, based on the SPM group-by-condition significant brain regions to test for the direction of between-group differences.
Computational model analysis (analysis 2). To test temporal difference model-related brain response, we modeled each participant's individual prediction error signal based on trial sequence (O'Doherty et al, 2003; Schultz, 1998) . The predicted value ( b V) at any time (t) within a trial is calculated as a linear product of weights (w i ) and the presence of the CS stimulus at time t, coded in a stimulus representation vector x i (t), where each stimulus x i is represented separately at each moment in time (O'Doherty et al, 2003) :
The predicted stimulus value at each time point t in the trial is updated by comparing the predicted value at time t + 1 to that actually observed at time t, leading to the prediction error d(t):
where r(t) is the reward at time t. The parameter g is a discount factor, which determines the extent to which rewards arriving sooner are more important than rewards that arrive later during the task, with g ¼ 0.99 (O'Doherty et al, 2003) . The weights w i relate to how likely a particular US follows the associated CS and are updated on each trial according to the correlation between prediction error and the stimulus representation:
where a is a learning rate. Among various learning rates (0.2, 0.5, 0.7), a slow a ¼ 0.7 was the best fit for study groups (O'Doherty et al, 2003) . The initial reward values were 1 for Sucrose and 0 for No solution. The trial-to-trial prediction error was then regressed with brain activation across all trials within each subject, and in a second-level random effects analysis compared across groups.
Statistical Analysis
Behavioral data (ANOVA) and brain-activation beta values (ANCOVA including age and BDI as covariates) were analyzed with SPSS (IBM-SPSS, Chicago, IL) software. For post-hoc group comparison tests, the Scheffe analysis was used when variances across groups were equal and Dunnett's T3 was used when variances were unequal.
Pearson's correlation analysis tested behavior-brain response relationships.
RESULTS
Behavioral Results
AN individuals had less BMI and scored higher on eating pathology, anxiety, and depression, whereas OB subjects had increased BMI compared with controls, and also scored higher on eating pathology (Table 1) . Study groups rated 1 M sucrose study solution similarly for pleasantness (CW M 5.3 ± 2.4, AN M 4.3 ± 2.6, OB M 4.3 ± 2.5, P NS) and sweetness (CW M 8.4 ± 0.8, AN M 8.8±0.4, OB M 8.4±0.9, P NS). Taste sensitivity across the six sucrose concentrations showed significantly positive slopes (linear regression) for sweetness for all three groups, but a condition-by-group analysis was non-significant. For pleasantness, we explored linear, quadratic and logistic regression, but there were no significant relationships in either group.
Brain-Imaging Results
Whole brain within group analysis of positive-prediction error and negative-prediction error conditions was associated with significant activations in the striatum, insula, orbitofrontal cortex, and amygdala in CW and AN, whereas OB showed lesser activation in those areas (Table 2a and Figure 2) . Sucrose expectation was associated with large activations in temporal, parietal, and occipital cortex in all study groups (Table 2c) . Group-by-condition analysis (results analysis 1). The group-by-condition ANCOVA indicated regions of significant difference in the orbitofrontal cortex, the putamen extending into the ventral striatum including nucleus accumbens, cingulate, and prefrontal cortex (Table 2d, Figure 1 ). The extracted beta values indicated for the positive-prediction error condition, where positive activation is expected (Figure 1, Supplementary Table 1 ) that all groups were significantly different in the left orbitofrontal cortex, AN4CW4OB. For the remaining positive-prediction error condition contrasts, ANs were greater than OB and than CW in the right cingulate and right medial frontal cortex, respectively. CW and AN were greater than OB in the left putamen anteroventral striatum and bilateral supplemental motor area. For the negative-prediction error condition, where a relative hypo-activation compared with baseline is expected, ANs were more negative compared with OB and with CW in all contrasts, except the left supplemental motor area and left cingulate cortex (Supplementary Table 1) .
For Sucrose expectation, only one region showed significant group difference, the right supplemental motor area (Table 2d, Supplementary Table 1) , with CW and OB significantly greater compared with AN.
A limitation of the results is that they could have been confounded by somatosensory stimulation effects from the tongue that could have been different between groups. To address this possibility, we conducted an additional group-by-condition analysis that included the Artificial Saliva trials as control condition. The following contrasts were analyzed:
1. trials with the CS for No solution followed by unexpected US Sucrose, contrasted against trials with the CS for Artificial Saliva, followed by Artificial Saliva (positiveprediction error condition), 2. trials with the CS for Sucrose followed by unexpected US No solution, contrasted against trials with the CS for No solution followed by expected No solution (negativeprediction error condition), 3. the CS that is associated with Sucrose contrasted against the CS associated with Artificial Saliva, modeled independently from reward receipt (Sucrose expectation condition).
The interaction of the group-by-condition analysis (Po0.05 FWE-corrected) resulted in 2 significant clusters in the ventral putamen with the following peak voxels: left: Post-hoc tests (Dunnett's T3) using the extracted beta values from those clusters indicated that for the positiveprediction error condition, AN subjects had greater activation compared with CW (Po0.003) and OB (Po0.001) subjects in the right ventral putamen cluster. For the left orbitofrontal cortex cluster, ANs were greater compared with CW (Po0.05) and OB (Po0.007), and CWs were greater compared with OB (Po0.03).
For the negative-prediction error condition, AN showed more negative activation compared with CW (Po0.007) and OB (Po0.001) in the left ventral putamen, as well as for the right ventral putamen (CW Po0.05, OB Po0.008). In the left orbitofrontal cortex, AN had more negative response compared with CW (Po0.004) and OB (Po0.003).
For sucrose expectation condition, CW showed greater activation compared with OB in the left prefrontal cortex (Po0.05) and right putamen (Po0.01).
Computational modeling (results analysis 2). Similar to previous results (O 'Doherty et al, 2003) , the trial-by-trial temporal difference model generated a prediction-errordata-predicted brain activation within groups (Po0.001 uncorrected, 25 voxel cluster threshold) in the midbrain and bilateral ventral striatum, and also cingulate cortex, insula, and the orbitofrontal cortex. Between groups, an ANCOVA with age and depression scores as covariates indicated significant group differences in the ventral striatum as well as insula, cingulate, prefrontal, temporal and occipital cortex, and thalamus (Table 2e ). The extracted parameter estimates indicated (Figure 2, Table 3 ) that all groups were significantly different from each other in the left thalamus, left and right dorsolateral frontal cortex, left putamen/ anteroventral striatum, and right insula. Figure 1 The group-by-condition analysis indicated significant group differences in the lateral orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), as well as the putamen and anteroventral striatum; brain maps family-wise error (FWE)-corrected Po0.05, cluster threshold X5 voxels. Beta value bar graphs indicated increased OFC response to unexpected reward receipt in anorexia nervosa (AN) compared with controls (CW), but a reduced response in obese women (OB) compared with CW; anteroventral striatum response was reduced in OB compared with CW and AN groups (Dunnett's T3, *Po0.05, **Po0.01, ***Po0.001).
Brain-Imaging Response and Demographic, Behavioral Data
We explored whether behavioral results for temperament, anxiety or reward response, or duration of illness showed significant relationships with extracted beta values and parameter estimates, but those results were not significantly related to brain-imaging results within the groups.
Effects of Potentially Confounding Variables
To avoid the effects of comorbid conditions or medication, we compared the 11 unmedicated AN without current depression or anxiety disorder against the 13 CW and 14 OB not on birth control. The group-by-condition ANCOVA indicated (Po0.001 uncorrected, 25 voxel cluster threshold) clusters in the bilateral ventral striatum, insula, anterior cingulate, and prefrontal cortex, similar to the full group Figure 2 Computational model group comparison (analysis of covariance) indicating greater brain response across groups in the anteroventral striatum, insula, and dorsolateral frontal cortex (Po0.001 uncorrected, cluster threshold X25 voxels). The extracted parameter estimates for those regions were greater in anorexia nervosa (AN) compared with control (CW), but reduced in obese women (OB; Dunnett's T3, *Po0.05, **Po0.01, ***Po0.001). comparison. We further analyzed between the AN subgroups, with vs without medication and comorbid depression or anxiety, whole-brain contrasts (group-by-condition ANCOVA, Po0.001 uncorrected, 25 voxel cluster threshold) as well as the beta values (t-test) that had been extracted from the initial group-by-condition ANCOVA. Those analyses did not reveal significant differences across the AN subgroups. The analysis of group differences for structural gray matter across study groups using SPM and voxel-based morphometry did not show significant group differences (Po0.05 FWE-corrected, 25 voxels cluster threshold).
DISCUSSION
The results of this study indicate that the AN and OB individuals show opposite brain reward responses in a taste reward task and using two separate analysis methods. The first analysis, which compared brain response with unexpected reward receipt or omission between groups, suggests that AN individuals have significantly increased brain activation compared with CW in the orbitofrontal cortex when receiving reward unexpectedly, whereas OB have reduced activation in that region compared with CW. The second analysis, which compared known dopamine model neuron response with actual human brain activation to the study task, showed a significantly stronger relationship with the model-derived data in AN vs CW, whereas the OB group response was significantly reduced compared with CW, in the left putamen/anteroventral striatum, right insula, left thalamus, and left and right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. This suggests that AN may be more and OB less sensitive in dopamine-related pathways compared with CW.
Various studies have investigated reinforcement learning in the context of food intake. Those studies identified brain circuits that involve the ventral striatum, midbrain, insula, orbitofrontal, and anterior cingulate cortex in reward processing (Berridge, 2009; Small et al, 2001) . The withingroup results for unexpected receipt or omission of reward stimuli indicated large areas of activation in those regions, but with different intensities across the study groups.
The group-by-condition analysis finding of an opposite group activation in the lateral orbitofrontal cortex in the unexpected reward-receipt condition is important for several reasons. This area was less responsive to food receipt in OB individuals (Gearhardt et al, 2011) , and it was hypothesized that lower response in that region could be associated with reduced behavior control and suppression of reward response (Boettiger et al, 2007; Elliott et al, 2000; Goldstein et al, 2007) . Reduced lateral orbitofrontal cortex activation in OB may then be associated with reduced, and increased activation in AN could be associated with increased impulse control to reward presentation. Thus, increased lateral orbitofrontal cortex activation in AN may be associated with high food-intake control, whereas reduced response in the OB group could be associated with problems controlling eating. The lateral orbitofrontal cortex has also been associated with learning of stimulus reward associations (Noonan et al, 2010; Tsujimoto et al, 2009) , and high activation in the lateral orbitofrontal cortex might indicate high ability to discriminate rewards in AN, but the opposite in OB individuals.
The computational model regression, that tests how well the in vivo brain response resembles dopamine neuron activation as it is known from dopamine single-neuron recordings, identified the ventral striatum, cingulate, insular and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, including Brodmann area (BA) 6 bilaterally and BA 46 on the left, as differing across groups. The parameter estimates indicated that all three groups were significantly different from each other in the left putamen/anteroventral striatum and right insula, as well as the left thalamus, and left and right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. ANs were greater and OBs were lesser compared with CW. Those regions are part of the taste reward system: gustatory inputs from the tongue, immediately after food contact, and before gut involvement, project via brain stem and thalamus to the primary taste cortex comprised of insula and frontal operculum, and from there to the ventral striatum and amygdala, and subsequently to hypothalamus, midbrain, and prefrontal cortex (Carmichael and Price, 1996) . In this reward circuitry, DA acts as an important learning signal released in response to unexpected stimuli, but it also drives the motivation to approach food and other rewards, called 'wanting' (Berridge et al, 2010) . The same neural pathways that reinforce those natural appetitive behaviors are also activated in response to addictive drugs (Hyman and Malenka, 2001 ). This has led to the hypothesis that prone individuals could get 'addicted' to food, including increased preference and tolerance, as well as reduction of dysphoria, behaviors that are common in substance-using individuals (Corsica and Pelchat, 2010; Koob and Le Moal, 2005) . A recent study using the same design as in this study in bulimia nervosa (BN), an eating disorder with repeated compulsive eating of large amounts of food, showed in fact reduced brain response in the temporal difference model-based analysis compared with controls . That finding then suggested similarities between BN and reduced brain response in addiction disorders, supporting the above hypothesis. The results of reduced brain response in the OB group also are consistent with this model of reduced brain reward response in an addiction model of food intake (Gearhardt et al, 2011; Volkow et al, 2008) . Altered brain reward function in underweight AN has not been reported before. A recent study in recovered AN found increased brain response to randomly applied taste stimuli (Cowdrey et al, 2011) , whereas others found reduced brain reward response to repeated sweet taste (Wagner et al, 2008) . The application of repeated and predictable, vs random and unpredictable taste stimulus receipt most likely accounted for the opposite study results, as unexpected rather than predictable stimulation is related to dopamine activation (Schultz, 2002) . The results of our study, together with Cowdrey et al (2011) , of heightened brain reward response could be a biomarker of altered brain function in AN, potentially related to brain dopamine. It is unclear whether those alterations are premorbid or develop during the course of illness. The prospective studies in rodents that were exposed to over-or under-consumption of food (Avena et al, 2008; Carr, 2007; Johnson and Kenny, 2010) suggest adaptive dopamine-related changes to food intake, and it is possible that such adaptations also occur in AN and OB. Yet, premorbid traits may predispose to such changes. Carr's study (2007) also indicated that brain reward responses persist after weight recovery, which could indicate that alterations in AN during the underweight state persist long into the recovered state, which could be consistent with Cowdrey et al (2011) findings.
A significance of this study is that it is the first that used specifically a dopamine-related reward paradigm in AN, and used computational model-derived data to identify related brain response. Some other studies investigated the dopamine model-related brain response in psychiatric disorders, such as depression (Kumar et al, 2008) or schizophrenia (Waltz et al, 2010) , and tended to find reduced brain response in those disorders. Dopamine neuronal reward response can be captured in an algorithm that takes advantage of dopamine neurons responding to unexpected reward stimulus receipt or omission (Schultz, 2002) . That model focused originally on the ventral striatum and midbrain, and has recently been expanded to brain regions such as the amygdala, hypothalamus, and cerebellum that are thought to respond to CS, and may drive or inhibit dopamine activation (Hazy et al, 2010) . The strong regression between brain response and dopamine model data suggests that the fMRI BOLD response can be associated with brain dopamine activation, although we cannot measure dopamine directly with this technique. Furthermore, the results indicate that a network of brain regions is involved in the brain dopaminerelated reward response, including the cingulate cortex and various prefrontal cortical areas. This circuitry has recently been highlighted in reward and emotional processing in substance use (Volkow et al, 2011) , and the connectivity of those regions and how they may affect AN food intake will be an important direction for further study.
Previously, recovered AN had increased dopamine D2/3 receptor availability in the ventral striatum (Frank et al, 2005) , but we are not aware of similar studies in an ill group. The dopamine D2 receptor has been associated with brain response to unexpected stimulus omission, whereas the dopamine D1 receptor is thought to mediate response to unexpected reward stimulus receipt (Maia and Frank, 2011) . Thus, altered dopamine receptor function could directly affect brain reward response in AN and OB, but this will require further study using dopamine-specific probes. Research in non-clinical populations suggests this notion. For instance, the dopamine D2 receptor TaqIA A1 gene variant that is associated with reduced receptor density determined food reward response in the brain (Felsted et al, 2010) , and genotype of the dopamine transporter predicted appetite suppression in response to stimulant medication (Davis et al, 2007) .
Clinically, various dopaminergic drugs have been shown to affect eating and body weight. For instance, stimulants such as methylphenidate or the antidepressant bupropion frequently affect food intake and promote weight loss (Anderson et al, 2002; Goldfield et al, 2007) . In AN, small studies using the dopamine D2 antagonist haloperidol or the dopamine D2 partial agonist aripiprazole suggested beneficial effects on core symptoms of AN (Cassano et al, 2003; Trunko et al, 2011) . Importantly, the stimulant amphetamine increased, whereas haloperidol decreased brain response in a human temporal difference model paradigm (Menon et al, 2007) . In summary, dopaminergic drugs affect food intake, which may be related to brain reward function, supporting that dopaminergic pathways may be involved the pathophysiology of AN and OB.
Only one region, the supplemental motor area, distinguished groups for reward expectation, with a lesser response in the AN group compared with CW and OB. That region is associated with planning of complex movements and possibly suggests that the AN individuals may prepare less to the upcoming taste stimulus than CW and OB groups.
Limitations
The sample size was not large, although 20 participants per cell were usually regarded as providing high reliability (Thirion et al, 2007) . Structural brain abnormalities may contribute to functional alterations, but we did not find significant group differences at a significance level similar to the functional contrast.
It is possible that low or high BMI may be associated with alterations in the cerebral blood flow and fMRI BOLD signal, but little information exists regarding this question. Most studies that have assessed 'resting' brain activity in AN have used SPECT, and found reduced blood perfusion in frontal, parietal, and temporal cortex (Kuruoglu et al, 1998; Rastam et al, 2001) . But a recent study found no such abnormalities when a correction for the commonly in AN reduced brain volume was applied (Bailer et al, 2007) , suggesting that baseline blood flow is not reduced. In OB, reduced resting blood flow was found in various frontal cortical brain regions (Willeumier et al, 2011) , but that study did not correct for brain volume. As OB has been associated with reduced brain GM volumes (Gunstad et al, 2008) , reduced regional brain blood flow in OB is not certain, and the found blood-flow reduction may have disappeared if a partial volume correction had been applied, similarly to the results in AN. Furthermore, as blood flow may be rather reduced in both AN and OB, if anything, such alterations would not explain opposite results in this reward model.
Another possible limitation is that somatosensory response in the AN or OB groups were different compared with CW, and that this may have affected brain response and reward-system activation in the group-by-condition analysis. We did not find somatosensory cortical areas different across groups, suggesting that stimulation in the mouth may not have confounded the results. However, to address this concern more directly, we analyzed the positive-prediction error conditions with the Artificial Saliva receipt as control condition, the negative-prediction error condition with No solution as control, and Sucrose expectation with Artificial Saliva expectation as control condition. Those analyses indicated smaller in size, but still highly significant areas of difference across groups that were consistent with the results in the original analysis. This further suggested that our results were not merely an effect of altered oral stimulation.
Comorbid conditions or medication treatment may have confounded the imaging results in AN. We addressed this by comparing AN individuals who were without current mood or anxiety disorder, or medication with CW and OB not on birth control. That comparison indicated similar results compared with the larger three-group comparison for unexpected sucrose receipt or omission, supporting that the findings of the study were not due to medication or comorbid disorder effects. We cannot say whether the results are exclusive to the application of taste or also to non-food reward stimuli, and this will be the focus of future studies. Another potentially confounding factor is the duration of illness on brain function. Both AN and OB groups included subjects that had been ill for up to 20 years, but the exact number of months or years sick vs partial recovery and relapse are difficult to reliably quantify. In both groups, duration of illness was not related to brainimaging response, but a prospective study would be better equipped to answer this question. Another limitation is that our results were acquired in groups of ill subjects, and hyper-and hyposensitive reward response could be the state markers of under-and overweight states, whereas it is uncertain whether such reward abnormalities are for instance trait abnormalities in AN. The study by Cowdrey et al (2011) in recovered AN indicated that hypersensitive response to taste stimuli might be present across different states of AN illness. However, a prospective study will be most informative to tease apart the state-related reward system abnormalities from either traits or neurobiological factors that persist long into weight recovery, and that could be vulnerabilities for relapse.
In summary, this study suggests that AN is associated with heightened, whereas OB is associated with reduced brain reward sensitivity to salient taste stimuli, possibly related to dopamine function. The use of the neurotransmitter model-based tasks and data analysis may have the potential to study those disorders, and could move eating disorders research toward more specific models of altered neurotransmitter system function.
